125 Greene Street Corp.
125 Greene Street
New York, NY 10012
Dear Councilmember Chin,
125 Greene Street Corp. is a small mixed-use building of residents and ground-floor retail, converted in
1981 from a former corrugated box warehouse.
We ask that you reject the expansion of Zara’s retail operation at 503 Broadway, which extends westward
to Mercer Street.
When 125 Greene Street was developed, there was a nice balance between retail and residential in SoHo.
Then large retail operations, particularly on Broadway, many of them illegal, sprang up.
Greene Street is just 250 feet west of Mercer Street and we get the spillover from both Mercer and
Broadway shoppers. (We can tell by the shopping bags they tote.)
As a result, the side streets of SoHo are now overwhelmed with shoppers, who create garbage, congestion
and litter along SoHo’s inner streets.
We witness their emptied shopping bags cluttering the jam-packed trash cans.
We must step over them when they sit on our steps to rest after a day of frenzied shopping.
We must clean their trash off our front steps that they leave behind.
Larger stores will only bring more shoppers and create an unwanted imbalance and detriment to our
quality of life.
We also hear from our Broadway and Mercer Street neighbors of the deleterious impact Zara in its
present size presents: noisy, late-night deliveries, commercial garbage carelessly dumped on the sidewalk,
and general disregard for Landmarking and Buildings requirement: for example, large illegal signs on
illegally constructed scaffolding. Zara doesn’t care about us or New York City, just its bottom line.
I could go on, but you get the picture. No one wants this except Zara and the mayor’s City Planning
Commission. The borough president rejects it, as does the community board.
Again, heed the request of your constituents and not that of a large multinational headquartered in Europe.

Sincerely,
John Sweeney
President
125 Greene Street Corp.

SoHo Alliance

A Volunteer Community Organization

PO Box 429 Prince Street Station
New York, NY 10012

phone/fax: 212.353.8466
e-mail: info@sohoalliance.org

Re: 503 Broadway (Zara); C 190265 ZSM
Greetings:

The SoHo Alliance is a volunteer community non-profit organization founded in 1981 which addresses the concerns of both residents and small businesses in SoHo.
We have fought for decades to keep SoHo both livable and viable.
We continue to fight to prevent SoHo from becoming downtown’s Herald Square.
We miss the departure of so many small creative businesses, forced to leave since they cannot
afford the high rents that huge stores like Zara can afford, as well as not wanting to sell their
unique, creative wares in what is becoming more and more like a suburban mall.
We bear witness to the throngs who come to shop here, creating congestion (both pedestrian
and vehicular), trash and an overall reduction to our quality of life.
Zara is already well beyond the 10,000 sq ft maximum normally permitted. It received an increase beyond the 10,000 sq. ft. by questionable means.
Now, with retail dwindling worldwide, Zara still is not happy and wants to expand further with its
Special Permit request.
SoHo brings in $170 million dollars in tax revenue annually to the city. Do not kill the goose that
laid the golden egg.
Heed what Borough President and Community Board have had the will to do: Reject the Special
Permit for Zara at 503 Broadway. Enough is enough!
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

Sean Sweeney
Executive Director

Letter to Council Member Margaret Chin
RE: Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)
Jan 29, 2020
Dear Council member Chin,
As the Condo Board president at 77 Mercer Street Condominium for the past 20 years
and resident for 30 years, I am respectfully submitting the following on behalf of my
building.

WHO WE ARE
77 Mercer is located directly across the street from ZARA's back door at 78 Mercer,
where they receive all deliveries and export all their garbage. Our building is a very well
maintained landmark cast iron “high-end” Condo, 6 floors. Ground floor has two
commercial units, the rest are residential live/work. Half are rentals, the rest owners.
No one in SoHo has better firsthand experience and empirical evidence about ZARA’s
negative impact on our block than we do.
I gave a video and digital slide presentation at the CB-2 Sept 11, 2019 meeting, that
showed the specific negative impact ZARA has had on our block over the past 4 years,
with photos and dates, etc. One reason I believe CB-2 unanimously disapproved
endorsing ZARA getting their “special permit”.

PROBLEM
Simply put, at over 42,000 sq ft ZARA is an illegal oversized retail store that is just far
too big for the block, much less the neighborhood.
Noise from their endless truck delivers and the exponential amount of garbage has not
just destroyed the quality of life living here, but has negatively impacted our property
values.
FACT: Prior to ZARA arriving on our block about 4 years ago, my building was
always occupied. Now it struggles to rent units, and the rental prices have gone down.
Our two commercial ground floor tenants, of high-end clothing - respectively Sweaty
Betty and MaxMara, recently moved out. After interviewing them, I was told they left
because the oversized ZARA generic warehouse clothing retail presence directly across
the street hurt their business too much. So they relocated to "better neighborhoods”.
In other words, ZARA is driving out the smaller high-end unique boutique stores that
helped make SoHo an attractive neighborhood to visit in the first place.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
Please do not give a “special permit” allowing Zara at its current illegal 47,361 sq ft size
to remain in that building, much less expand. To do so codifies and sets a terrible
precedent for SoHo. And legalizes their illegal behavior, and enables oversized stores.
Require Zara to take specific responsible actions to control operations and
protect quality of life:
1. Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street &
Broadway - to Normal business hours; 9AM - 5 PM.
2. Use low-noise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress locations
3. Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management
4. Issue pro-active reports to the Council member and CB2
5. Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
6. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements
7. Keep Zara employees OFF of our building. (They regularly eat and smoke
and leave cigarette butts and empty food and beverage containers and a mess on the
settees beneath our windows.)
8. Make Zara take responsibility and be proactive for their entire sidewalk that
they share with the other commercial units in their building, and the co-owner of their
shared building infrastructure. Make a plan to mitigate the daily trash they dump out
there from 4 PM until midnight.

CONCLUSION
ZARA is an illegal over-sized retailer. They have destroyed my block's quality of life.
Negatively impacted our property values. And has seriously upset SoHo's cultural and
economic eco-system. Please fight for the people who live here. And stand against the
outside big money predators that don’t.
As you know, SoHo is currently in the middle of a historic re-examining of it’s zoning
laws. This makes giving mega-retailer like Zara a waiver from current zoning at this
time, all the more disastrous for the people who actually live here.
Thank you for your consideration.
David Thall
Board President
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January 29, 2020
Francisco P. Moya, Chair
Subcommittee on Zoning & Franchises
New York City Council
City Hall
New York, NY 10007
Re: LU 0609; Zoning, 503 Broadway, Manhattan (C 190265 ZSM)
Testimony in Opposition
Dear Chair Moya –
I submit this testimony in opposition to LU 609, 503 Broadway, Manhattan
(Zara), Special Permit application; C 190265 ZSM. I am a forty-year resident of
Broadway, and sit on the board of the local business improvement district as a
residential tenant representative. I am actively involved in the Broadway
Residents Coalition, our local residents’ advocacy group. As a representative for
BRC, I served over the past year on the Advisory Group for the recent SoHoNoHo Planning Study, co-sponsored by our Councilmember Margaret Chin.
Residents in SoHo seek relief from the overwhelming and illegal Zara oversized
retail operation at 503 Broadway. We look to the City Council for support, in line
with the good positions and strong stands that Councilmember Chin has taken in
recent years, all to make sure that the quality of life in our unique mixed-use
neighborhood is not overpowered by large scale retail such as that now operated
by Zara at 503 Broadway.
To maintain quality of life it should be required – at whatever size it is permitted
to operate – that Zara:
1. Comply with loading berth requirements, and also install adequate internal
space within the Zara retail condo footprint to accommodate deliveries;
2. Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, on both Mercer Street and
Broadway;
3. Use low-noise merchandise delivery equipment and practices, at ALL egress
& ingress locations;
4. Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number, a direct line to in-store
management;
5. Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2, based on outreach
to local residents and chronicling specific operational practices and
remedies;
6. Fully comply with all laws, including zoning and landmarking regulations &
permits, and make needed corrections to fulfill permits previously issued.

LU 609; 503 Broadway, Manhattan (C 190265 ZSM)
NYCC Zoning & Franchises; January 30, 2020

P. Davies; Opposition

Putting these steps in place are necessary to address the negative conditions
caused by Zara’s large-scale retail, conditions that the CPC has failed to address
in a comprehensive manner. Many are deeply disappointed with the City
Planning Commission’s report, which offers clearance for expansion of Zara’s
already large-scale operation. As BP Brewer’s Recommendation points out in
regard to Zara’s un-permitted and oversized retail flagship: "Unfortunately this
use, primarily due to its delivery frequency, scheduling, and process, does
produce an adverse effect on the residential uses in the district.”
Also disappointing is the CPC’s reluctance to address the many irregularities that
have been raised in regard to the entire building at 503 Broadway, much of that
due to the DOB’s actions – and inactions – over the past several years. Despite
red flags being repeatedly raised by Councilmember Chin, BP Brewer, CB2 and
local residents, from 2015-2019, the DOB failed to properly control Zara’s
unpermitted retail use. It took over three years of warnings and complaints for
the DOB to finally issue a violation to Zara for illegal use, which is what finally
prompted Zara to apply for the special permit that is being considered today.
When this Zara application was first reviewed by the Commission last summer,
one Commissioner asked: “How did this get built out as retail space in the first
place? What's the history here? Are we correcting the DOB interpretation? …
Who's got how much dirt on their hands here?” Those questions have not been
adequately answered. And therefore certain zoning interpretations remain
clouded and needed enforcement remains unresolved.
Residents have additional concerns due to CPC’s ongoing practice of accepting
illegal large retail as just another “use” that is taking place in SoHo. It’s been
shown that large retail within the landmarked buildings of SoHo often brings with
it negative impacts. The CPC sends a bad message in its report, essentially
declaring that Zara’s illegal use and bad acts should be forgotten, and an
expansion of its already impactful retail operation should be granted. Thereby
the Commission signals to others who might be considering ignoring our local
zoning: “Don’t worry, you can ignore the law and disrupt the community, but
rest assured that in the end the CPC will have your back and make you good.”
It is important to understand that what has taken place with Zara at 503-511
Broadway in the SoHo M1-5B district is not the case of a beleaguered small
property owner, overwhelmed by the bureaucracy or costs of complying with
zoning at City Planning. Rather Zara is a huge multi-national company with a
2019 brand value of over $18.4 Billion, headed by the 6th richest person on the
planet, Amancio Ortega with worth of $68.5 Million. Ortega is a sophisticated real
estate investor who understands the risks involved (his global property holdings
top $13 Billion); under the name FSF SoHo LLC, Ortega purchased the 42,000 SF
retail condo unit at 503 Broadway for Zara in 2015 for $284 Million – in cash.
2

LU 609; 503 Broadway, Manhattan (C 190265 ZSM)
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P. Davies; Opposition

Documentation shows that Zara made a choice to bypass the required special
permit process for installation of oversized retail at 503 Broadway. By doing so,
the company took the risk that they could get away with skirting the law, and
Zara did that knowingly, going back many years.
The 2013 pre-purchase condominium documents state: “The retail unit is being
sold to FSF Soho LL” (NYS Office of the Attorney General; December 2, 2013).
That letter is found at ACRIS, in the 2014 503-511 Broadway Condominium
Declaration; that condo declaration contains numerous mentions of the
necessary special permit for large retail per NYC ZR 74-922 (See Condominium
Declaration; Article 10: “Alterations to the Units”). But Zara did not comply.
There is additional proof that Zara fully understood the requirement to obtain the
large retail special permit prior to March 2016, when they opened their illegal &
massive 42,000 SF retail store at 503 Broadway: Zara’s land use representative
has acknowledged that she met with DCP Senior Planner Edwin Marshall for a
“pre-application” meeting on 05/20/2014. That meeting took place two years
prior to the opening of Zara at 503 Broadway, and was in regard to the necessity
of the large retail special permit (that May 2014 meeting is noted on the Land
Use Review Application for this current action, submitted by Zara's land use
counsel as its Primary Representative).
Yet, following the representative’s meeting with DCP in mid-2014, Zara did not
proceed as required to obtain that special permit, but chose instead to roll the
dice and take the risk of opening their huge and impactful retail operation
without the necessary permissions – and without the requisite public review.
It was not until 2018, after Zara was served with ECB Violation 35311036H for
illegal retail, that the company began to take any steps to legalize the nonconforming and incompatible retail use at 503 Broadway. And it wasn’t until after
Zara was publicly called out at the first CB2 Land Use hearing in September 2019
— when hard evidence of Zara’s ongoing disruptions to SoHo residents was
presented — that the company was forced to admit to, and deal with, their
impactful merchandise delivery practices. None of that behavior engenders trust.
To learn that Zara is now seeking a waiver per ZR 44-52, in order to get around
the required internal loading berths for stores of this excessive size, only
highlights the incompatibility of such large stores in the old buildings in SoHo.
The stated purpose of internal loading berths per ZR 44-50: "required
accessory off-street loading berths are adopted in order to provide needed
space off public streets for loading and unloading activities, to restrict the
use of the streets for such activities, to help relieve traffic congestion in
manufacturing and industrial areas within the City, and thus to promote
and protect public health, safety, and general welfare.”

3
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Rather than move its noisy delivery operations within its 42,000 SF footprint,
Zara seeks a waiver of that zoning requirement, and plans to continue its
disruptive merchandise deliveries in the public sphere, below and near the
windows of local residents. By seeking that waiver, Zara rubs salt in the wounds
that this huge retail store has created, and further erodes the public’s trust.
The carelessness and lack of civic responsibility exhibited by Zara should not be
ignored. As has been fully documented for this Zara application, both in the
October 2019 CB2 Resolution and in the December 2019 Recommendation to
Disapprove with Modifications/Conditions from BP Brewer, Zara has disrupted the
lives of nearby residents on almost a daily basis for nearly four years. Those bad
conditions were reported regularly to both Zara and the local BID ever since the
huge store opened in 2016, yet there was no correction or relief.
The proposal put forward by the CPC and now being considered assumes that
Zara can be trusted to perform responsibly in the future, a questionable premise
at best given Zara’s past actions at 503 Broadway. The CPC puts the onus on
those who live nearby to monitor and respond to Zara’s operations. Thereby the
same residents, who for nearly four years have been negatively impacted by
Zara’s insufficiently managed operations, are saddled with the unwelcome task
of writing reports and filing complaints when problems arise. Simply put, this is
not right. The onus should be on Zara to perform responsibly, to report proactively and to follow the law. Only then will Zara earn the trust of the
community.
For all the reasons cited above, and in line with past positions and actions that
Councilmember Chin has taken to manage large retail in SoHo, we ask the
Council to not approve this application. Rather, we urge the Council to take all
necessary steps as we’ve laid out, in order to curtail and control the nonconforming and illegal operation of Zara oversized retail at 503 Broadway.
Thank you for your time and consideration,

Peter Davies
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NoHo Neighborhood Association

January 28, 2020

Re:

Testimony in OPPOSITION
LU 609, 503 Broadway
503 Broadway (Zara); Special Permit: C 190265 ZSM

To:

City Council - hearings@council.nyc.gov

1.

As background, 4 years ago Zara built their large-scale 42,000+ sq ft, 3 floor store without seeking
a required Special Permit for a store over 10,000 sq ft.

2.

Zara is repped by one of the biggest NYC Land Use firms. It is highly unlikely that a conglomerate
with 10,000 stores and $18.9 billion in revenue didn’t understand the zoning regulations.
(It’s assumed they chose to roll the dice by skirting the law, figuring our electeds and City agencies
would turn the other cheek at the time - which they did.)

It is only now - when the community has forced an illegal use to be addressed, that Zara is finally seeking a
Special Permit.

3.

Disturbingly, City Planning grossly misstates the recently-released SoHo-NoHo planning study
as a means to support Zara with MINIMUM modifications, declaring the large-scale use
"appropriate".

This planning study was intended to be a guide for further analysis & study, with a compilation of many
viewpoints and pros and cons.
The planning study WAS NOT intended to be selectively picked apart by City Planning for use as if a
re-zoning had already occurred.
(FYI The Co-Chair of our NoHo Neighborhood Association sits on the SoHo-NoHo Advisory Committee
associated with the planning study sponsored by City Planning, the Manhattan Borough President, & the local
Council Member.)

4.

Zara has created extreme conflicts with the surrounding community:

-

They do not comply with the required Off Street Loading Berth ZR 44-52
(but they knew that before they built their big-box store).

-

Zara has failed to control disruptive night time delivery practices. This is despite years of continuing
appeals from the community.
(All night large tractor-trailer deliveries (yes - think 3 am) - and until you've experienced the loud
grinding of the truck platforms unloading for hours, you have slept better than these surrounding
residents.)

January 28, 2020

The NoHo Neighborhood Association rejects the expansion of Zara's massive retail at 503 Broadway and
stands with the SoHo community.
-

We are particularly concerned about City Planning's minimum modifications and language that
interprets the SoHo-NoHo planning study as if it WAS a re-zoning.

-

We ask our elected officials to enforce our zoning and reject this overwhelming, oversized retail which
was illegally and with no regards to the City's laws put in place.

-

The NoHo Neighborhood Association is fully aware that it is unlikely that our City officials
will enforce the City's laws, now that Zara has skirted them.

Therefore we ask THAT THE LEAST YOU CAN DO IS:
Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail operations and protect
quality of life for residents:
1.

Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street & Broadway

2.

Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress locations

3.

Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management

4.

Issue pro-active reports to the Council Member and Community Board 2

5.

Comply with all LPC Permit requirements

Respectfully,
Jeanne Wilcke
Co-Chair, NoHo Neighborhood Association
rednyc@mac.com
For information only: Jeanne Wilcke is the NoHo Neighborhood Association representative on the
SoHo-NoHo Advisory Committee associated with the planning study sponsored by City Planning, the
Manhattan Borough President, & the local Council Member.)

cc:
Speaker Corey Johnson: speakerjohnson@council.nyc.gov
Francisco Moya, Chair of Zoning Sub- Committee c/o Ryan Sit: rsit@council.nyc.gov
Council Member Margaret Chin c/o Anthony Drummond : adrummond@council.nyc.gov

! Page 2
!

Oversized Retail in Soho

All,
I am a long time resident of Soho since 1988 and am deeply disturbed by the negative impacts
caused by Zara’s un-permitted 42,000 SF oversize operation of retail in our neighborhood.
I understand the Zara is now seeking a permit for large retail after more than three years of
illegal operation and continuous and considerable disruption in Soho.
We residents need the City Council to see how Zara’s oversize retail has impacted negatively on
all of us who live here. We do not want this to continue!!








Zara’s Ongoing Failure to Follow the Laws of NYC
Incompatibility of Large Retail in Mixed-Use SoHo
Lack of Proper Management at 503-511 Broadway
Failure to Comply with Loading Berth Requirements
Disruptive Nighttime Retail Merchandise Deliveries
Negative Impacts on Neighboring Residents in SoHo
Zara’s Contempt for our Local Community and the City Council

We need Margaret Chin to say NO to all oversized retail in Soho and hold Zara to account for their years of
illegal operation.
We need protections in place so that this will never happen again in the future.

Linda Schrank
Artist
458 Broadway
NY, NY 10013

Opposition to application_ LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara)

Dear Councilmember Chin,
I am an artist and 35-year resident of 542 Broadway. I’m writing to voice my
strong opposition to the application being heard tomorrow
for LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara) and to ask you to reject the expansion of Zara’s
already massive oversized retail at 503 Broadway.
While the CPC has voted to legalize this huge store (with some limitation for
deliveries). the Commission completely simply avoids many key issues.
I and many of my neighbors are appealing to your to support for residents and their
concerns about noise, pollution and garbage. We ask you to
reject this application and convince the city council that oversized retail is not in
the interest of the SoHo community.
Opposing the application would be consistent with your past votes rejecting the
oversized retail at 19 East Houston and 462 Broadway. We are counting
on you to continue to help stem the tide of stores that are way too large to be
accommodated in this community.
Zara’s deliveries and garbage disposal have created a nightmare for their
neighbors. In order to ameliorate the situation, I also ask that you
insist that Zara take responsible actions to control their disruptive practices and
protect the quality of life for residents.
To be specific, Zara should be required to take the following actions:
1. Implement time-limited deliveries on both Mercer St. and Broadway.
2. Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress locations.
3. Provide local residents with a 24/7 contact number for in-store management.
4. Issue pro-active reports to you as our councilmember and to CB2.
5. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements.

I appreciate all that you have done for us so far to limit oversized retail and
mitigate the problems that come with it. I urge you to continue to
support the residents and reject this application for expansion at 503 Broadway.
Sincerely,
Renée Monrose
542 Broadway
New York, NY 10012

OPPOSITION TO THE ZARA LARGE RETAIL SPECIAL PERMIT

Dear City Council Members,
First I'd like to say how distraught I was to hear about the irreplaceable Chinese artifacts
that were destroyed by the fire.
My name is Ronnie Wolf. I am a Residential Representative on SBI's Board, and both
a Broadway Resident and Commercial Property Owner. The residents that I represent
do not feel that the BID supports the Residents and Commercial owners EQUALLY,
especially when it comes to OVERSIZED RETAIL IN SOHO.
Please, I appeal to you, not to set a bad precedent and award ZARA the expansion it is
seeking to its EXISTING OVERSIZED space. Zara knowingly violated building codes,
zoning regulations and operated illegally for years, all the while ignoring the pleas from
its neighboring residents.
ZARA and the BID claim to have recently improved its delivery system. That doesn't
make everything "all better”. And if Zara moves its night time deliveries to Broadway,
that just shifts the disruption, and does not solve the essential problems: disruptive night
time deliveries. There are dozens of residential units on Broadway and second
floor residential units surround Zara in all directions. Certainly, Zara’s cellar and ground
floor space, which amounts to approx 29,000 sq ft., should be able to incorporate its
children’s clothing line.
Preserving the quality of life for the highly taxed residents in this mixed use
neighborhood should be a priority. Zara and SBI can't guarantee that night time
noise will be eliminated and Residents shouldn't be tasked with reporting and
proving noisy deliveries.
[The Duane Reade at 459 Broadway, another high volume retail operation, has yet to
adopt the "quiet" delivery system which the BID champions and the company already
uses elsewhere.]
For years, the noisy deliveries to the oversized and illegal, Uniglo, has been a
nightmare for local residents, and yet SBI has yet to compel that huge store to
make responsible changes.
We, built this "THRIVING" and UNIQUE neighborhood, all prior to and in spite of, the
ARRIVAL OF BIG RETAILERS.
Please enforce OUR LOCAL ZONING as YOU have BOLDLY DONE BEFORE.

*THE NEIGHBORHOOD NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT AND THE CONTINUUM OF THE
Special Permit Process.

The BID, REBNY and FIX It SoHO/NoHO quote percentages…Yet, its important to
note: there are only approx 11 retailers with adjoining 2nd floors. Not, as SBI likes to
report, “Broadway is mostly made up of second floor Retail”.
Every Residential Coop, with Commercial spaces along Broadway, are leased. The
vacant Commercial spaces along Broadway are owned by Real Estate companies,
Hedge and Private Equity funds. These Owners don't understand all the ways oversized
retail negatively impacts Residential quality of life. If the present zoning isn’t holding
COOP OWNERS back from leasing their spaces, then professional developers can
certainly figure out how to legally lease their spaces. And if Zara can't figure it out what
to do with its second floor then the residents can think of many positive ways ZARA
could put it to use.

184 Bowery #4 NY, NY 10012
www.boweryalliance.org
Ban62007@gmail.com
(631) 901-5435
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January 27, 2020

Michele Campo
Jean Standish

RE: Illegal Huge Retail at 503 Broadway (Zara) in SoHo

Secretary

The Bowery Alliance of Neighbors supports the Manhattan Community Board 2
Resolution and local residents in opposition to large retail in SoHo and NoHo.
The evidence is now crystal clear that Zara (503 Broadway) and other big
retailers are clearly aiming for future as-of-right huge retail. More than ever this
points to why it’s necessary to maintain the 10K SF retail limitation (per ZR 74922), with the Special Permit requirement for larger stores.
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Subject: Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara) NYCC Legistar; File #: LU 06092020

To Mr. Ryan Sit at the office of Francisco Moya, Chair Zoning Sub-Com, NYCC,
With regard to Zara's expansion and responsibilities [Zoning Application No.
C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)]
The point of view that NYC is only a nougat of large scale retail money
making is a self choking outlook. This is definitely out of place for
Soho/Noho residents and tourists alike. Why? for the following reasons:
1. Oligarchies do not protect or foster variety and creativity. They do not
reflect the paths of art at all. They are self serving without regard to the
people they hope to exploit surrounding their location and beyond. Each of
them compete for being the next Amazon. (Using all kinds of demographics
to support their consuming ambition.)
2. Soho/Noho is still a place that harbors artists of all kinds. Manhattan is
not a large island and is already made up of complex neighborhoods with
complexities and histories. The shifts within these should still be on human
not tsunami scales or risk losing their variety.
3. Soho/Noho is “the Venice” of New York. Artists made the place
attractive, and have not abused the spaces they occupy nor clogged the
streets with angry drivers, nor blasted their neighbors with noise at all
hours. The area should be kept as a fertile area for artists and small retail
neighbors. It can be. Individual small retailers would help to to enable this.
Oversized retailers already here should be glad of this and support it with
donated space and tax breaks for supporting this quality of the
neighborhoods. Morally they should NOT demand MORE illegal space
consumption.
4. Manhattan as one large ever consuming shopping mall will not survive. I
have been to the Mall of America ( with 50 parking lots named after each
state in the union). It is a suffocating experience even for those who flit
through their phones, internets and lives, seeing shopping as their life’s
activity. It dumbs down democracy.
5. Spaces within Soho/Noho should focus on the ambiguity of small
scale use to allow for gestation of creative activity. I know of no
current giant retailer who is in tune with this.
6. Perhaps Amazon will out maneuver all interest of grand sale retailers.
More views need to exist to make this a continuously viable city. No one

knows the outcome of creative work in advance of its appearance. Do not
squash it with commercial interests forcing out artistic makers.
7. Large scale noise in the form of non musical “music” may work for 12-18
year olds purchasers, but disregards persons over 50 who make up more
than 64% of the population and growing. We are already in the process of
making a multi generational populace of deaf people.
INCOMPLETE CONSEQUENCES THINKING IN RETAIL PRACTICES
AND LAND USE AREAS IS DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY.
DUMBING DOWN AND HERDING SHOPPING IS NOT THE SOLUTION.
9. More regard for the character of this neighborhood would make this a greater
attraction for all of New York.
Respectfully submitted,
Phyllis Rosenblatt

Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)
Dear Ryan Sit,
Please let Francisco Moya, Chair Zoning Sub-Com, NYCC, know of my opposition to the Zara
zoning application No. C 190265 ZSM
Below is a copy of my email to Councilmember Chin asking for her support in opposing the Zara
zoning application.
As a 40 year plus resident of SoHo, I am asking you to:
Reject the expansion of Zara's massive retail at 503 Broadway by standing with the local SoHo
community to enforce our local zoning, as you have done in the past by your rejection of
overwhelming, oversized retail at 19 East Houston & 462 Broadway.
Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail operations and
protect quality of life for residents:
1.
Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street & Broadway
2.
Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress locations
3.
Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management
4.
Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2
5.
Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
6.
Comply with all LPC Permit requirements
When Zara was located at 580 Broadway directly opposite my live/work loft at 579 Broadway
we were often bothered by late night deliveries and we were glad when they left. When Zara was
located at 580 Broadway directly opposite my live/work loft at 579 Broadway we were often
bothered by late night deliveries and we were glad when they left. But it is evident that the
business is continuing in its disruptive ways. Please do not support this application.

I hope you will join her in opposing this application.
Sincerely
Craig Brashear
579 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
cdbrashear@gmail.com

Zara Large Retail Special Permit

Dear Council Members,

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed expansion of the Zara store
at 503 Broadway. Granting a special permit for this purpose opens to door to
larger retail throughout the area, at a time when the neighborhood is already
experiencing unprecedented commercial vacancies. If Zara (and other oversized
retail establishments really need more space to display a full array of
merchandise, they should consider leasing/branding nearby vacant space, rather
tram exacerbating an increasingly negative neighborhood environment. In
addition to the depressing problem of vacant storefronts, these large retail
establishments must be held to a standard that supports residents’ right to quiet
enjoyment. At this juncture, the oversized retailers along Broadway have not
been good to their residential neighbors. At very ;east, they should be required
to implement (a) time-limited delivery schedules and (b) low noise delivery
practices.

Thank you for your consideration. Quality of Life matters!

Dianne Mendez
dgm@louismendez.com

503 Broadway *Steve Leon of 458 Broadway asks you to Please reject the expansion of Zara.

Dear Councilwoman Chin,
My wife is an artist and we raised our sons in SoHo. We have experienced the changes over the
past forty years. But it is only since the lifting of the 80/20 law that ground floor spaces were
sold off to Real Estate Developers, Hedged and Private Equity funds, that slowly over the past
10 years the ground floor spaces have turned from neighborhood services and unique
boutiques to large open spaces, able to accommodate Big Box Stores.

The noise these larger stores generate from their multiple trash pick ups to that of their many
weekly deliveries is unbearable. These large sanitation and inventory delivery trucks just don't
tip toe into the neighborhood. Their many ton bodies barrel in, many times announcing their
arrival with the deep and multiple honking of their horn, accompanied by the beeping of
backing up...because it appears they are not ever able to land where they must park. Then the
clanging of the lift gates and the rolling of the carts over cobblestone streets and uneven
sidewalks.

The difference of large deliveries and legal sized store deliveries is the frequency , length of
time and size of delivery...Besides the fact that smaller retailers use vans, small trucks and get
in and get out during the day!

Zara, completely knowingly ignored, for years, our neighbors call for quiet, as do there
oversized retailers. They need their inventory, they create large amounts of trash and they can't
control the noise!

Please reject granting them this ability to legally expand. It will send a signal to all those REBNY
members, "We can do anything we want in our spaces in SoHo, the residents and their quality
of life don't matter. "

Respectfully
Steve Leon

Testimonial Letter re 503 Broadway (Zara) Special Permit - Hearings on 01/30 & 02/04

Dear Speaker Johnson and New York City Councilmembers:
Sensible cities like Paris and Prague do not upzone their most architecturally and historically
significant neighborhoods. Nor do they allow mushrooming big box stores like Zara to destroy
their character.
In multiple ways, the SoHo neighborhood is a unique and precious part of our city’s history and
culture. It is not just any old neighorhood, and should not be endangered in such a needlessly
reckless manner. SoHo is a successful, internationally famous destination spot for both local
residents and tourists. Why risk destroying something that has obviously been working so well
and is loved and visited by such a large part of the populace? SoHo is a unique neighborhood
whose architecture, history and remarkable cultural heritage as a live/work space for cutting edge
artists make it a treasured icon and one of our city’s great artistic success stories.
We strongly urge you to Reject the Expansion of Zara’s Massive Retail at 503
Broadway. Please preserve and protect this irreplaceable historical/cultural neighborhood and
maintain its 10K SF retail limitation (per ZR 74-922), and its Special Permit requirement for
larger stores. We support the Manhattan Community Board 2 Resolution that opposes large
retain in SoHo and NoHo.
Sincerely,
David Mulkins,
President
Bowery Alliance of Neighbors 184 Bowery, #4 New York, NY 10012 631-901-5435

ZARA SPECIAL PERMIT: 503 BROADWAY, NYC

Dear Speaker Johnson, Mr. Sit and Mr. Drummond:
It has come to my attention that Zara, a flagship store located at 503 Broadway, New
York City, is seeking a Special Permit for its enormous oversized retail store. As it
stands, this store is already operating outside the legal usage. So common sense
inspires one to ask the following question: how can the Department of City Planning
now declare “legal” the un-permitted and extremely disruptive flagship store and
reward them for their malfeasance.
Furthermore, the City Planning Report lays out the Mayor’s vision for the future of lower
Broadway in Soho and Noho as a huge retail destination area with all night deliveries
allowed on the Broadway "truck route” with very minor “appropriate safeguards” in
place for delivery limitations.
Additionally, the SoHo/NoHo study stated that, “Despite restrictions on commercial
uses, retail has a strong presence in SoHo/NoHo.” And it goes on to declare that these
neighborhoods are major retail districts with a stellar annual spending.
The Mayor’s Department and City Planning know all too well that there are numerous
residents who live on and nearby Broadway. I suggest, however, that it is also obvious
that there does not exist a balance of needs between the growing number of oversized
retail mega stores and the residents.
One must then ask: how did this happen? It was not a natural course of events, but
was pushed upon these beautiful and vital neighborhoods and communities by a lack of
enforcement — especially on the part of the NYC DOB. Whether this lack of
enforcement has been as a result of ineptitude or malfeasance — or both — this
“change” does not reflect a natural course of civic events. Instead, it has been pushed
upon the residents and small business owners who reside within these
neighborhoods. It also does not go unnoticed that City Planning has also shown an
unwillingness to enforce their own public review processes — so that it is often too late
for the public to provide input in a fair and civically responsible manner.
I live off Spring Street, about two blocks from Broadway and these are my
observations:
 The density of pedestrians who walk on lower Broadway has grown to such an
extent, I avoid walking on Broadway. And I live here!
 The unbelievable influx of construction sites, as a result of over-development of
the area, has made it unsafe and unhealthy to even maneuver the streets. Not
only Broadway, but the narrower side streets. This is due to bad air quality from
all the trucks (many of which are idling as they deliver or deposit construction
materials).
 NYC Department of Sanitation cannot keep up with the garbage piling up on our
streets and sidewalks. I mean, this is a really disgusting and serious health
concern.

Sanitation trucks are incredibly loud and disrupt the quality of life of all the
residents who are trying to live, work and SLEEP while they are picking up
trash.
Please reject the expansion of Zara's massive retail store at 503 Broadway and stop the
insane policies that are creating such poor conditions for all the residents who live on
and around Broadway.


Sincerely,
Marna Lawrence
Cleveland Place,
New York, NY 10012

503 Broadway Zara zoning hearing
To Whom it May Concern:

This is to urge that Zara, 503 Broadway, be denied a special permit to "officially"
expand it's retail operations beyond the 10,000 square foot limit, after that fact of
its already having circumvented NYC zoning law.

There would be no point to zoning law or to the multitude of hearings, at which
Soho and Noho residents vehemently testified in opposition of big box retail,
if the process were circumvented, then corrupted by rewarding bad behavior.

It is inappropriate to allow large scale retail in buildings with residents.

Since Zara moved to 503 Broadway, I consciously avoid walking
on the east side of Mercer Street, between Spring & Broome, due to
conditions Zara has imposed on the community: heaping piles of trash
completely obstructing the sidewalk, loading activity at all hours and employees
sitting on the rear steps, en mass, blowing huge billows of cigarette and vape smoke
onto the unsuspecting public walking on the sidewalk.

Cynthia Chapin
480 Broadway
NYC 10013

Reject Zara Expansion!
Reject the expansion of Zara's massive retail at 503 Broadway by standing with
the local SoHo community, as City Council has done to enforce our local zoning in
the past by tbe Council's rejection of overwhelming, oversized retail at 19 East
Houston & 462 Broadway.

Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail
operations and protect quality of life for residents:
1. Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street &
Broadway
2. Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress
locations
3. Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management
4. Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2
5. Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
6. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements
Pier Luigi Consagra
542 Broadway
NYC NY 10012

Deny Permits for Zara Large Retail
To whom it may Concern
I am writing to ask you to deny application LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara)
We as residents are being overwhelmed by large scale retail. Regardless of the
circumstances , the infrastructure of our community does not allow the street
access for deliveries that these permits require.
Our lives have been upended.

We beg you to put a stop to all special permits or and other changes to current
zoning requirements.
Thank you.

Donald Eddy
543 Broadway
NYC Ny 10012

Opposition to Zara large Retail special Permit

To : NYC Officials
Re: Zara Retail SpecialPermit:
FromLeigh Behnke
543 Broadway NYC 10012

To whom it may Concern
I am writing to ask you to deny application LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara)
We as residents are being overwhelmed by large scale retail. Regardless of the
circumstances , the infrastructure of our community does not allow the street
access for deliveries that these permits require.
Our lives have been upended.

We beg you to put a stop to all special permits or and other changes to current
zoning requirements.
Thank you.

Leigh Behnke
543 Broadway
NYC Ny 10012

Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara): OPPOSITION

Dear All,
As a long-time resident of Broadway between Prince and Spring Streets, I
write to state my vehement opposition to a Zara Large Retail Special
Permit.

Councilmember Chin:
We call upon you to reject the expansion of Zara's already-massive retail
operation at 503 Broadway. Stand with the SoHo Community! Enforce our
local zoning, as you have in the past when you rejected overwhelming,
oversized retail at 19 East Houston and at 462 Broadway. Take action in
the City Council to protect our lives!

We residents of SoHo, beleaguered by illegal oversized retail already in
place, call upon you to:
Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive
retail operations and protect quality of life for residents:
1. Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer
Street & Broadway
2. Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress /
ingress locations
3. Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store
management
4. Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2
5. Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
6. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements
Sincerely,
Jane Fisher
542 Broadway
New York, NY 10012

Oversized Retail in Soho

All,

I am a long time resident of Soho since 1988 and am deeply disturbed by the
negative impacts caused by Zara’s un-permitted 42,000 SF oversize operation of
retail in our neighborhood.
I understand the Zara is now seeking a permit for large retail after more than
three years of illegal operation and continuous and considerable disruption in
Soho.
We residents need the City Council to see how Zara’s oversize retail has impacted
negatively on all of us who live here. We do not want this to continue!!








Zara’s Ongoing Failure to Follow the Laws of NYC
Incompatibility of Large Retail in Mixed-Use SoHo
Lack of Proper Management at 503-511 Broadway
Failure to Comply with Loading Berth Requirements
Disruptive Nighttime Retail Merchandise Deliveries
Negative Impacts on Neighboring Residents in SoHo
Zara’s Contempt for our Local Community and the City Council

We need Margaret Chin to say NO to all oversized retail in Soho and hold Zara to
account for their years of illegal operation.
We need protections in place so that this will never happen again in the future.

Linda Schrank
Artist
458 Broadway
NY, NY 10013

Opposition to application_ LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara)

Dear Councilmember Chin,
I am an artist and 35-year resident of 542 Broadway. I’m writing to voice my strong opposition
to the application being heard tomorrow for LU 609, 503 Broadway (Zara) and to ask you to
reject the expansion of Zara’s already massive oversized retail at 503 Broadway.
While the CPC has voted to legalize this huge store (with some limitation for deliveries). the
Commission completely simply avoids many key issues.
I and many of my neighbors are appealing to your to support for residents and their concerns
about noise, pollution and garbage. We ask you to reject this application and convince the city
council that oversized retail is not in the interest of the SoHo community.
Opposing the application would be consistent with your past votes rejecting the oversized retail
at 19 East Houston and 462 Broadway. We are counting on you to continue to help stem the
tide of stores that are way too large to be accommodated in this community.
Zara’s deliveries and garbage disposal have created a nightmare for their neighbors. In order to
ameliorate the situation, I also ask that you insist that Zara take responsible actions to control
their disruptive practices and protect the quality of life for residents.
To be specific, Zara should be required to take the following actions:
1. Implement time-limited deliveries on both Mercer St. and Broadway.
2. Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress locations.
3. Provide local residents with a 24/7 contact number for in-store management.
4. Issue pro-active reports to you as our councilmember and to CB2.
5. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements.
I appreciate all that you have done for us so far to limit oversized retail and mitigate the
problems that come with it. I urge you to continue to support the residents and reject this
application for expansion at 503 Broadway.

Sincerely,
Renée Monrose
542 Broadway
New York, NY 10012

Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)
Dear Council Member Chin,

I am a resident at 543 Broadway 8FL and I stand in firm opposition to the expansion of Zara’s illegal
retail space at 503 Broadway.

I am writing to encourage you to do the right thing by our community and reject the oversized retail at
462 Broadway (Zara). To those of us who call the Broadway corridor home, the disruptions caused by
overwhelming and oversized retail spaces like Zara (and even closer to me and my family, the Nike Store
on Spring and Broadway) affect our quality of life in almost immeasurable ways. From sanitation, to
illegal parking and traffic congestion, pedestrian traffic impeded by trash or loading equipment left on
the sidewalks for days, and light and noise pollution, we live in the shadow of corporations who have
simply overrun the neighborhood.

Those of us who call Broadway home recognize the importance of the commercial vitality of our
neighborhood. We need you to recognize the residential value of the area and stand by our rights to live
and work in SoHo alongside our corporate neighbors, not under them.

As residents, we require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail operations
and protect quality of life for residents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street & Broadway
Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress locations
Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management
Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2
Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
Comply with all LPC Permit requirements

Sincerely,
María J Feliciano, Ph.D.

Subject: Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara) NYCC Legistar; File #: LU 06092020

To Speaker Corey Johnson, NYCC.

With regard to Zara's expansion and responsibilities [Zoning
Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)]

I urge you to require the following:
Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail
operations and protect quality of life for residents:
1. Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street &
Broadway
2. Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress
locations
3. Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management
4. Issue pro-active reports to the Council member and CB2
5. Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations
6. Comply with all LPC Permit requirements
Respectfully submitted,
Phyllis Rosenblatt

To speaker Corey Johnson,

With regard to Zara's expansion and responsibilities [Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway;
Zara)]

The point of view that NYC is only a nougat of large scale retail money making is a self choking outlook. This is
definitely out of place for Soho/Noho residents and tourists alike. Why? for the following reasons:
1. Oligarchies do not protect or foster variety and creativity. They do not reflect the paths of art at all. They are self
serving without regard to the people they hope to exploit surrounding their location and beyond. Each of them
compete for being the next Amazon. (Using all kinds of demographics to support their consuming ambition.)
2. Soho/Noho is still a place that harbors artists of all kinds. Manhattan is not a large island and is already made up of
complex neighborhoods with complexities and histories. The shifts within these should still be on human not tsunami
scales or risk losing their variety.
3. Soho/Noho is “the Venice” of New York. Artists made the place attractive, and have not abused the spaces they
occupy nor clogged the streets with angry drivers, nor blasted their neighbors with noise at all hours. The area should
be kept as a fertile area for artists and small retail neighbors. It can be. Individual small retailers would help to to
enable this. Oversized retailers already here should be glad of this and support it with donated space and tax breaks
for supporting this quality of the neighborhoods. Morally they should NOT demand MORE illegal space
consumption.
4. Manhattan as one large ever consuming shopping mall will not survive. I have been to the Mall of America ( with 50
parking lots named after each state in the union). It is a suffocating experience even for those who flit through their
phones, internets and lives, seeing shopping as their life’s activity. It dumbs down democracy.
5. Spaces within Soho/Noho should focus on the ambiguity of small scale use to allow for gestation of
creative activity. I know of no current giant retailer who is in tune with this.

6. Perhaps Amazon will out maneuver all interest of grand sale retailers. More views need to exist to make this a
continuously viable city. No one knows the outcome of creative work in advance of its appearance. Do not squash it
with commercial interests forcing out artistic makers.
7. Large scale noise in the form of non musical “music” may work for 12-18 year olds purchasers, but disregards
persons over 50 who make up more than 64% of the population and growing. We are already in the process of
making a multi generational populace of deaf people.
INCOMPLETE CONSEQUENCES THINKING IN RETAIL PRACTICES AND LAND USE AREAS IS DANGEROUS
TO OUR DEMOCRACY. DUMBING DOWN AND HERDING SHOPPING IS NOT THE SOLUTION.

9. More regard for the the character of this neighborhood would make this a greater attraction for all of New York.

Respectfully submitted,
Phyllis Rosenblatt

Zoning Application No. C 190265 ZSM (503 Broadway; Zara)
Dear Speaker Corey Johnson, NYCC,
Below is a copy of my email to Councilmember Chin asking for her support in opposing the Zara zoning
application No. C 190265 ZSM.
As a 40 year plus resident of SoHo, I am asking you to:
Reject the expansion of Zara's massive retail at 503 Broadway by standing with the local SoHo
community to enforce our local zoning, as you have done in the past by your rejection of overwhelming,
oversized retail at 19 East Houston & 462 Broadway.
Require that Zara take specific responsible actions to control disruptive retail operations and protect
quality of life for residents:
1.

Implement time-limited merchandise deliveries, both on Mercer Street & Broadway

2.

Use low-noise merchandise delivery practices at ALL egress / ingress locations

3.

Provide to local residents a 24/7 contact number to in-store management

4.

Issue pro-active reports to the Councilmember and CB2

5.

Drop wasteful defense against ECB signage violations

6.

Comply with all LPC Permit requirements

When Zara was located at 580 Broadway directly opposite my live/work loft at 579 Broadway we were
often bothered by late night deliveries and we were glad when they left. When Zara was located at 580
Broadway directly opposite my live/work loft at 579 Broadway we were often bothered by late night
deliveries and we were glad when they left. But it is evident that the business is continuing in its
disruptive ways. Please do not support this application.

I hope you will join her in opposing this application.

Sincerely
Craig Brashear
579 Broadway
New York, NY 10012
cdbrashear@gmail.com

